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It is a truth universally acknowledged ...
 



  

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that
 a single man in possession of a good fortune,
 must be in want of a wife.

(Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice)



  

Talk at Cosmic Rays beyond the Standard Model, San Vito di Cadore, Sept 2016

11 things which are taken as given but are not and deserve further investigation

  1 The Pion Bump has been detected in SNR by Fermi-LAT
  2 CR are extragalactic only >1015 eV or so
  3 CR cannot come from the Galactic Centre only
  4 The CR gradient in the Galaxy can be determined accurately
  5 The spectrum of CR in the Galaxy has the same shape as the local spectrum
  6 Reacceleration is a viable explanation of the B/C peak 
  7 Secondary production in sources is negligible 
  8 60Fe tells about CR age, delay 
  9 Positron/pbar ratio agrees with standard model 
10 Diffuse Galactic emission is mainly interstellar not unresolved sources
11 CR are not important for galaxy evolution



  

 

   1 The Pion Bump has been detected in SNR by Fermi-LAT

   2 Diffusive Reacceleration is a viable explanation of the B/C peak

   3 CR are extragalactic only >1015 eV or so

  

  

3 Common notions:  folklore?



  
Nuc Phys B 256, 65 (2014), arXiv:1410.4063



  

SNRs : several with claimed  'pion-peak'

But beware, this is at m(πο)
 
/2 = 67.5 MeV, so Fermi hardly covers it.

NB multiplying by E2 is good but shifts the peak to higher energies, do not see the 'bump'

May be instead an  indication for break in proton spectrum.

Sample spectrum: W44, Cardillo etal 2014. Model proton spectrum has break at 20 GeV.

W44



  



  

mπο / 2 = 67.5 MeV

forwardsbackwards

Isotropic decay in CM
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SNRs : several with claimed  'pion-peak'

But beware, this is at m(πο)
 
/2 = 67.5 MeV, so Fermi hardly covers it.

NB multiplying by E2 is good but shifts the peak to higher energies, do not see the 'bump'

May be instead an  indication for break in proton spectrum.

Need Fermi extension to lower energies, coming with Pass 8.

Sample spectrum: W44, Cardillo etal 2014. Model proton spectrum has break at 20 GeV.

W44

mπο / 2 = 67.5 MeV

Spectrum X E2

Shifts the peak
to higher energy
but Fermi cannot
see a peak which is
below it's range!



  

Sample spectrum: W44, Cardillo etal 2014. Model proton spectrum has break at 20 GeV.
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Sample spectrum: W44, Cardillo etal 2014. Model proton spectrum has break at 20 GeV.
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Sample spectrum: W44, Cardillo etal 2014. Model proton spectrum has break at 20 GeV.

mπο / 2 = 67.5 MeV

Spectrum X E2

Shifts the peak
to higher energy
but Fermi cannot
see a peak which is
below it's range!

Spectrum times E2

                                          
 Spectrum without E2 

The Bump

MeV cm-2 s-1
 cm-2 s-1 MeV-1



  ArXiv:1604.02321  July 2016



  

arXiv: 1604.02321



  

arXiv: 1604.02321

'bump' is result of break in proton spectrum



  

Cardillo etal 2016



  

W49B
Fermi + H.E.S.S.
arXiv: 1609.00900 
2 Sept 2016
A&A in press
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W49B
Fermi + H.E.S.S.
arXiv: 1609.00900 
2 Sept 2016
A&A in press



  

New 25 Jan: Fermi paper on RCW86: arXiv:1601.06534 
  Latest Pass 8 data. Favours a leptonic model
Need Fermi extension to lower energies, coming with Pass 8.



  

RCW 86



  

New 25 Jan: Fermi paper on RCW86: arXiv:1601.06534 
  Latest Pass 8 data. Favours a leptonic model
Need Fermi extension to lower energies, coming with Pass 8.

Inverse Compton
dominates







  

Moral:

Fit to hadronic models but don't call it the Pion Bump or even Pion Rise!

Need multiwavelength models to show hadronic origin, and this is of course done.



  

                                        Diffusive Reacceleration 

Luke Drury and AWS, A&A 2016, in press, arXiv:1608.04227

Diffusion is on moving scatterers → momentum gain & loss.

Diffusion in momentum:  D
pp

 ~ v
A

2 / 9D
xx

Popular explanation of GeV peak in B/C
Allows Kolmogorov D(p) index 1/3, helps with anisotropy at high energies

But then large fraction of energy in GeV CR comes from reacceleration not SNR!

Analytical and GALPROP estimates agree.
Is that physically plausible? 



  

Sample B/C without and with reacc

CREAMACE HEAO

interstellar

modulated



  

                        Diffusive Reacceleration 

NB B/C break already produced by energy losses
Energy losses are tricky, ~Z2 so C losses 36X proton losses
Modulation is uncertain anyway
Main evidence for peak is from ACE @ 100 MeV.

How far should we trust all this?



  



  

Spatial diffusion    Momentum diffusion



  

Simple derivation of diffusive reacceleration



  

                                       Diffusive Reacceleration

If diffusion occurs in the ISM and particles gain or lose momentum on moving scatterers
then some diffusion in momentum is inevitable.

Thornbury & Drury MNRAS 442 3010 (2014)
Simple derivation of diffusion coefficient in momentum D

pp

D
xx

 ~ (1/3) λ2/τ = (1/3) λ v = (1/3) v2 τ        λ=mean-free-path   τ = time between scatterings   
At each scattering the particle undergoes momentum change
∆p ~ V

A 
/ v                (taking V

A
 as typical of speed of scatterers)

D
pp

 ~ (1/3) (∆p)2/τ = (1/3) p2 V
A

2 / (v2 τ)

Hence
                                                 D

xx 
D

pp
 ~ (1/9) p2V

A

2 

More precise calculations: depends on turbulence spectral index δ, factor is
   1 / [δ(4−δ)(4−δ2)]   ( = 1/9 for δ = 1,            0.2 for Kolmogorov δ = 1/3)

Term in propagation equation

∂ψ/∂t = ∂/∂p [p 2 D
pp 

∂/∂p (ψ / p 2)]



  



  

Reacceleration power 

D~3 1028 cm2 s-1

V
A
~30 km s-1

Time-scale to gain GeV ~ 108 years ~ CR residence time in Galaxy



  

Reacceleration power

Watts m-3



  



  



  

GALPROP
Protons without and with reacceleration, v

A
 = 30 km s-1

Interstellar from gamma rays

Modulation 400 MV



  

GALPROP
Protons without and with reacceleration, v

A
 = 30 km s-1

Interstellar from gamma rays

Modulation 400 MV

Energy from reacceleration



  



  

Note that the velocity term in D
xx

 and energy losses both

already cause a reduction in B/C at low energies.

So reaccleration or convection just boost these already-present effects.



  

Sample convection + diffusion model
(no reacceleration)
No break in D

xx
 

Wind-speed = 100 km s-1

interstellar



  

1972



  

1972

Both gamma-ray and cosmological information have improved! 44 years on ...



  

Nature 241 109 (1973)

Universal EGCR, zmax=15, protons > 1015 eV, EM cascades, source evolution 
Produces CR spectral break, energy -> gamma rays, provides the normalization!

Prehistory!

Extragalactic
 gamma-ray 
background



  

J. Phys. A, 7, 120 (1974)

injected

propagated

converted
 to 
gamma rays

EGCR
Extragalactic
 gamma-ray 
background

Universal EGCR, zmax=15, protons > 1015 eV, EM cascades, source evolution 
Produces CR spectral break, energy -> gamma rays, provides the normalization!



  

J. Phys. A, 7, 120 (1974)

injected

propagated

converted
 to 
gamma rays

EGCR
Extragalactic
 gamma-ray 
background

Universal EGCR, zmax=15, protons > 1015 eV, EM cascades, source evolution 
Produces CR spectral break, energy -> gamma rays, provides the normalization!

See later ….



  

CR are extragalactic only >1015 eV or so     REALLY?

Heresy:
Universal CR theory Brecher&Burbidge 1972
Classical proof: pion-decay gammas would violate observations of EGB !

Back-of-envelope calculation:
Galactic gamma-ray emissivity for   : q(>100 MeV) ~ 10-25 atom-1 s-1

IGM matter density n ~ 10-7 atoms cm-3 (see next slide)
Hubble distance     L ~  1028 cm
Flux(>100 MeV) = (q/4n L ~ 10-5 cm-2 sr-1 s-1 
Close to IGRB observed! But known to be mainly AGN.
Need to look at those numbers more closely!

But what is IGM matter density? Lower limit from normal galaxies,
But they certainly contribute  at percent level to EGB even though
CR probably similar to MW.

Also CR gradients in Galaxy: but how solid are they
Small gradient has stimulated models, EGCR would solve the problem

Problem with CR secondaries? 
They are Galactic certainly, but that does not exclude that primaries are extragalactic.



  

IGM gas from QSO UV absorption lines
Neeleman etal ApJ 818, 113 (2016)
z<0.6

0.25+0.2

-.12
 108 M

sun
 Mpc-3

→ 10-9 atoms cm-3

Typical column densities 1020 cm-2

cf Galactic halo so similar to EGB, Galactic high-latitudes

But from CMB, BBN:  10-7 cm-3 NB not directly observed but theory solid

'Missing baryons problem': WHIM  too hot to observe easily
 but at least 50% seen in clusters, etc so not critical to IGRB calculation 

At any rate for E>1012 eV CR can be EG 



  

Interstellar Cosmic ray spectra derived from gamma rays

PAMELA
Solar
 modulation

Cosmic-ray protons via pion-decayGamma-ray gas emissivity         used to derive

hadronic

leptonic

Fermi-LAT
TOTAL

Below 10 GeV affected by solar modulation, but gamma rays probe the interstellar spectrum.

Emissivity of local interstellar gas – Jean-Marc Casandjian (Fermi-LAT Collab).

Power-law in momentum overall, but low-energy break 
  e.g. from power-law injection and interstellar propagation (diffusion = f(E))

Method : Bayesian analysis (Strong et al. arXiv:1507.05006)

AMS01

Interstellar



  

hadronic

leptonic

Fermi-LAT
TOTAL

Extragalactic gamma-ray background from Fermi-LAT
Ackermann et al 2015
IGRB = radiation not from (yet) detected sources
  Time-dependent, decreases as detections go deeper
Appropriate for comparison with non-source components
IGRB < EGB (total intergalactic photon field)



  

hadronic

leptonic

Fermi-LAT
TOTAL

Extragalactic intensity ~ Hubble distance X gas density X emissivity
= 1028 cm X 10-7 cm-3 X emissivity  = 1021 X emissivity

E MeV  E2 X emissivity    E² X extragalactic intensity 
10²           1 10-24                   1 10-3

10³           2 10-24                   2 10-3

10            4 10⁴ -25                  4 10-4

10            1 10⁵ -25                  1 10-4

O
O

O

O

What if CR were universal?          

Local gamma-ray emissivity per atom IGRB fromFermi-LAT



  

hadronic

leptonic

Fermi-LAT
TOTAL

But IGRB thought to be mainly AGN etc (>80%) so EGCR must be much less than GCR
EGCR/GCR = 5 - 10% still allowed below 1 TeV

Beyond 1 TeV no IGRB measurements (now; any prospects?) so anything goes!!

O
O

O

O



  

Both gamma-ray and cosmological information have improved! 44 years on: 
Intergalactic gas density and gamma-ray background much lower
Constraints on EGCR much stronger  but still margin for speculation.



  

CR Escape from normal galaxies,
 luminosity times Hubble time

Using  MW luminosity paper Strong et al.  ApJL 722, L58 (2010) :

Cosmic-ray proton luminosity of MW Galaxy   =  1041 erg s-1

Space density of normal galaxies = 10-2 per Mpc-3

→ 1010-5-5 eV cm eV cm-3-3

Guaranteed minimum EGCR density!

Energy-dependent escape steepens the Galactic spectrum
But the universe has no boundary so nucleon calorimeter and 
reflects the injection spectrum! e.g. 2.3

Aublin & Parizot: A&A 452, 19 (2006)

Holistic model: all CR have same sources!
Escape from normal galaxies.

Global CR index 2.23

EGCR(1019 eV)/GCR(109 eV) = 2.4 1027

→ GCR/EGCR(1 GeV) = 1010-5-5

Consistent with above estimate.  



  

arXiv:1605.03111



  

arXiv:1605.03111



  

arXiv:1605.03111

extragalactic E-2

WHY extragalactic E-2  ?                    



  

arXiv:1605.03111

extragalactic E-2

WHY not e.g. extragalactic E-2.5  ? then significant EG component down to GeV
EGCR/GCR = 1% at 10 GeV is OK for pion-decay background             

E -2.5



  

arXiv:1605.03111

extragalactic
 ~ E-3.3

Only to 1015 eV

 ~ E-3.0



  

arXiv:1605.03111

The jury is still out (or ought to be)



  

PRD 92, 021302, 2015    arXiv:1505.01377



  arXiv:1606.09293



  Berezinsky et al. arXiv:1606.09293



  Berezinsky et al. arXiv:1606.09293



  arXiv: 1603.03223   6 Sept 2016



  

Liu et al. arXiv: 1603.03223

EM cascades from 1018 eV extragalactic CR protons

EGCR

Gamma ray
background

Over Fermi limit    Over Fermi limit                                                  OK?OK?                                                                    OKOK

evolution                           no evolution                   local to 120 Mpc

Fermi IGRB limit considering unresolved source populations (sources~80%)
Severe limit on EGCR!  those we see are local, not universal? Anisotropy?



  



  

arXiv:1609.03336     12 Sept 2016

… and so it goes.... (Billy Joel)



  

Van Vliet    arXiv:1609.03336



  

Van Vliet    arXiv:1609.03336

Challenge: reduce IGRB with deep source detections
To actually detect the cascade diffuse gamma background!



  Gamma-2016 Heidelberg



  



  



  

END



  



  

Phys. Rev. D 91, 083012 (2015)

IINNER GALAXY

INTERMEDIATE LATITUDES

HARDER THAN PREDICTED

OK AS PREDICTED



  

                                       Interstellar gamma-ray spectrum

Harder gamma-ray spectrum in Galactic plane  than expected from 
                                                                  local cosmic-ray proton spectrum via pion-decay

Gaggero et al. 2015 invoke spatially varying momentum-dependence of  diffusion coeffiicient.

 

But since Galactic plane spectrum is harder than local, can be just a local CR source

Then spectral  index in the plane is the “normal” one!

                      

                      THIS IS A BIG EFFECT AND DESERVES MORE ATTENTION!



  

Normal spectrum is hard, local is special (local source?)

Affects everything in CR studies!

B from harder C, compare with B, then B/C not meaningful
B comes from everywhere

C with index = 2.4 instead of 2.8

B normally index = 2.8+0.5 = 3.3 to fit data

If C index = 2.4 then B 2.9 from D(p)

But if B index = 3.3 then D(p) ~ p^0.9 !!

Should do GALPROP study



  



  

Yang etal arXiv:1602.04710

Local CR protons



  

Yang etal arXiv:1602.04710



  

Synchrotron harder spectrum in Galactic Plane 
Planck XLIII (408 MHz/ 30 GHz) 
WMAP Fusekland etal 2014 0.14 harder in plane
QUIET (microwave 45/90 GHz) β=2.9 in plane  

PLANCK Collab. Et al 2016 A&A in press, arXiv: 1601.00546
  for review of observations.

Low latitudes = large-scale Galactic spectrum. Harder than local electrons.
Similar to proton hardening seen in gamma rays.

3.0

2.0

Electron index
2(β -2) + 1

Locally
measured
electrons

β=2.85 → electron index 2.7 



  

 Cosmic-ray secondary/primary ratios: e.g. Boron/Carbon
                       probes cosmic-ray propagation 

Peak in Boron/Carbon could also be
explained by 
convection and 
decreasing velocity of particles

Spatial diffusion 
D

xx
 ~  p½   → B/C ~ p-1/2 

 

Solar 
modulation

Boron / Carbon

Boron/Carbon

Convection B/C ~ const * v

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 



  

 Cosmic-ray secondary/primary ratios: e.g. Boron/Carbon
                       probes cosmic-ray propagation 

Solar 
modulation

Boron / Carbon

Boron/Carbon

Convection B/C ~ const * v

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 

Keeps decreasing



  

 Cosmic-ray secondary/primary ratios: e.g. Boron/Carbon
                       probes cosmic-ray propagation 

Solar 
modulation

Boron / Carbon

Boron/Carbon

Convection B/C ~ const * v

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 

Keeps decreasing

Secondary production in SNR sources

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 

Secondary production
In SNR sources:
Disproof? 



  

11 things which are taken as established but are not and deserve further investigation

  1 The Pion Bump has been detected in SNR by Fermi-LAT
  2 CR are extragalactic only >1015 eV or so
  3 CR cannot come from the Galactic Centre only
  4 The CR gradient in the Galaxy can be determined accurately
  5 The spectrum of CR in the Galaxy has the same shape as the local spectrum
  6 Reacceleration is a viable explanation of the B/C peak (Luke's talk)
  7 Secondary production in sources is negligible (including B, positrons)
  8 60Fe tells about CR age, delay (from gammas 60Fe is everwhere in ISM)
  9 Positron/pbar ratio agrees with standard model (no: Lipari paper)
10 Diffuse Galactic emission is mainly interstellar not unresolved sources
11 CR are not important for galaxy evolution



  

Positron and pbar spectra <<<<<<<<<<<,,

Positron and pbar spectra same shape

AMS Schael 

and Lipari paper and Heidelberg Gamma 2016 talk

incomplete



  
pbar and e+ production have similar spectra since hadronic interactions
But e+ are supposed to lose energy and steepen ! 
A mean conspiracy – a concidence? Or a challenge to standard models?

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 



  

11 things which are taken as established but are not and deserve further investigation

  

  1 The Pion Bump has been detected in SNR by Fermi-LAT
  2 CR are extragalactic only >1015 eV or so
  3 CR cannot come from the Galactic Centre only
  4 The CR gradient in the Galaxy can be determined accurately
  5 The spectrum of CR in the Galaxy has the same shape as the local spectrum
  6 Reacceleration is a viable explanation of the B/C peak (Luke's talk)
  7 Secondary production in sources is negligible (including B, positrons)
  8 60Fe tells about CR age, delay (from gammas 60Fe is everwhere in ISM)
  9 Positron/pbar ratio agrees with standard model (no: Lipari paper)
10 Diffuse Galactic emission is mainly interstellar not unresolved sources
11 CR are not  important for galaxy evolution



  



  

Modified FLASH code



  

Modified FLASH code



  

                       Supernovae energy input

only thermal          only cosmic rays              both

Time-dependent simulations avaiable for download



  

                       Supernovae energy input

only thermal          only cosmic rays              both

Time-dependent simulations avaiable for download

explosionsbubbles



  

No Cosmic Rays

With Cosmic Rays

Cosmic rays increase vertical gas scale



  

Future work in context of cosmic-ray physics:

* Test such cosmic-ray-driven wind models against cosmic-ray and gamma-ray data.
* Extend models to include energy spectrum of cosmic rays (at present just a single fluid)
* Use to make GALPROP-like approaches more physical for convection and halo structure
  instead of simple pre-defined forms.



  

B-field in Girichidis et al. Models

Dynamo-produced B-field (ab initio from seed field)
Small-scale, turbulent dynamo
Not large-scale dynamo.



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz
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